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ANCIENT GREEK
Vocabulary

You need to know the vocabulary from chapters 1-3. This is on page 17 (Ch1), page 31 (Ch2) 
and page 59 (Ch3). This is the most important thing for your test.

Verbs  - in Greek they change their ending depending on the tense and person

Present Tense

παυω – I stop

παυεις  - you stop

παυει – he/she/it stops

παυομεν – we stop

παυετε – you (pl) stop

παυουσι – they stop

Future Tense

παυσω – I will stop

παυσεις – you will stop

παυσει – he/she/it will stop

παυσομεν – we will stop

παυσετε – you (pl) will stop

παυσουσι – they will stop

Imperfect Tense

ἐπαυον – I was stopping

ἐπαυες – you were stopping

ἐπαυε – he/she/it was stopping

ἐπαυομεν – we were stopping

ἐπαυετε – you (pl) were stopping

ἐπαυον- they were stopping

Aorist Tense (first/weak only)
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ἐπαυσα – I stopped

ἐπαυσας – you stopped

ἐπαυσε (ν) – he/she/it stopped

ἐπαυσαμεν – we stopped

ἐπαυσατε – you (pl) stopped

ἐπαυσαν – they stopped

Imperative and infinitive

Imperatives are commands (no pronoun) and end in ε (sg) or ετε (pl). e.g. παυε – stop!

Infinitive is ‘to do/to eat/to sleep’ and end in –ειν. e.g. μανθανειν – to learn

The verb ‘to be’ present

εἰμι – I am

εἰ - you are

ἐστι – he/she/it is

ἐσμεν  - we are

ἐστε – you (pl) are

εἰσι – they are

The verb ‘to be’ imperfect

ἠ - I was 

ἠσθα – you were

ἠν – he/she/it was

ἠμεν – we were

ἠτε – you (pl) were

ἠσαν – they were

The Definite Article, nouns, adjectives and adverbs

The definite article is ‘the’. It can have 3 genders (matching the noun) and 4 cases:

nominative – does the verb

accusative – verb done to it

genitive – ‘of’

dative – ‘to/for’
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Singular Masculine Feminine Neuter 

Nominative ό  ἡ το 

Accusative τον  την  το 

Genitive του  της  του 

Dative τῳ  τῃ  τῳ 

 

Plural Masculine Feminine Neuter

Nominative οἱ  αἱ  τα 

Accusative τους  τας  τα 

Genitive των   των των

Dative τοις  ταις  τοις 

Nouns match the ending of the definite article e.g. των δουλων

Adjectives use the same endings as nouns.

An adjective can go between the definite article and the noun, e.g. ὁ σοφος δουλος

OR the article can be repeated: ὁ δουλος ὁ σοφος

Adverbs are mostly formed by the ending –ως. e.g. σοφως - wisely

Time with the accusative

If two words are accusative (a noun to do with time and a number) then it means ‘for…’

e.g. πεντε ὡρας – for 5 hours

Prepositions with the accusative/genitive/dative

Prepositions are followed by nouns either in the genitive or dative case:

accusative: εἰς and προς 

genitive: ἀπο and ἐκ 

dative: ἐν

The Genitive sandwich

A genitive shows possession and is translated as ‘of’. In Greek the genitive definite article and 
noun is ‘sandwiched’ by the nominative.

e.g. ὁ του στρατηγου ἱππος – the horse of the general
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Punctuation

Greek uses commas and full stops the same as English

Greek uses a semi colon (;) as a question mark.

There is no exclamation mark.

A dot above the line is a ‘strong comma’ (a pause)

Questions

The word ἀρα often introduces a question.

A semi colon (;) is a question mark.

History

Revise the key events and places from Archaic Greece.
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ART

For the end of term test you need to know and revise the following:

Blind line drawing.

Shading techniques.

Drawing from direct observation

The grid technique for drawing from photographs.

Composition in drawing.

Thumbnail drawing.

Positive and negative space.

Compositional theories.

The artist you learned about in Half-term 1.

Why this artist is a relevant reference.

Grades of Graphite.

Colour pencil techniques.

Colour theory.

The colour wheel.

Colour values. 

Colour schemes.

Colour psychology.
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ASTRONOMY 

Section 1: The Earth

Know that the shape of the Earth is an oblate spheroid.

Be able to use information about the mean diameter of the Earth (13 000 km).

Know the Earth’s major internal divisions (crust, mantle, outer core, inner core) and their 
features.

Be able to use the latitude and longitude co-ordinate system.

Understand and apply information about the 5 major circles of latitude.

Understand and apply information about the prime meridian and equator.

Understand the effects of the Earth’s atmosphere on astronomical observations, including sky 
colour, skyglow (light pollution) and ‘twinkling’ (seeing).

Section 2: The Moon

Know the shape of the Moon.

Be able to use information about the mean diameter of the Moon (3500 km).

Understand the structure and origin of the principal naked-eye lunar surface formations: 
craters, maria, terrae, mountains, and valleys

Be able to identify the following features on the lunar disc: Sea of Tranquility, Ocean of Storms, 
Sea of Crises, Tycho Crater, Copernicus Crater, Kepler Crater, Apennine Mountain Range.

Be able to explain the effects of lunar libration on the visibility of the lunar disc.

Be able to explain and describe solar and lunar eclipses.

Section 3: Systems of Time 

Understand the lunar phase cycle and recognise different lunar phases.

Understand the difference between sidereal and synodic days on Earth.

Understand the difference between the sidereal and synodic months.

Understand the role of the Sun in determining Apparent Solar Time (AST).

Understand the structure and use of sundials.

Understand how to determine the time of local noon using shadows, including the use of a 
shadow sticks.

Understand the role of the Mean Sun in determining Mean Solar Time (MST) and Local Mean 
Time (LMT).

Understand how to use data related to time zones

Know that mean time at any point along the Prime Meridian is defined as Greenwich Mean 
Time (GMT)
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BIOLOGY: CELL BIOLOGY

Half-term 1: Cell structure 

Structure of eukaryotic cells: organelles to label and know the function of: nucleus, ribosomes, 
cell membrane, cell wall, mitochondria, chloroplast, vacuole, cytoplasm

Compare and contrast plant and animal cells

Know the word equation and the balanced equation for respiration 

Know the word equation and the balanced equation for photosynthesis

Structure of a generic prokaryotic cell: plasmid, Pili, Flagellum, bacterial cell wall, cytoplasm,  
cell membrane, capsule, free floating DNA

Compare and contrast eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells

Give examples of differentiated cells in plants and animals 

Explain how the differentiated cells are adapted to their function

Know the formula for magnification. Magnification = image size/ actual size

Able to do calcualtions of magnification

Half-term 2: Cell transport

Know the definition of diffusion

Give examples of  diffusion in plants and animals 

Know the definition of osmosis 

Give examples of osmosis in plants and animals 

Know the definition of active transport 

Give examples  of active transport in animals and plants

Explain the following terms: Hypotonic, hyper tonic and isotonic 

Describe and explain how water moves in and out of a cell depending  on the surrounding 
solution 

Explain what happens to plant and animal cell when placed in different solutions

Able to correctly draw a graph  using data given

Able to interpret a graph 

Able to do mathematical calculations such as averages and % change 
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CHEMISTRY: BONDING, STRUCTURE & PROPERTIES OF MATTER &  
QUANTITATIVE CHEMISTRY I

Your notebook and glossary are the primary source of revision for your exam. Make sure you 
know all the definitions (G-words) and names of lab equipment that you used. You need to be 
able to answer all the questions from your prep – booklet to be ready for your exam.

Section 1:  Ions and their structure

Describe the structure of an atom according to the Bohr model & state the charge & mass of 
all the sub-atomic particles. 

Determine the electronic configuration of any given atom (example: Na 2.8.1). 

Define the terms ion, anion and cation. 

Describe the formation of an anion and cation. 

Predict the charge of an ion based on its location on the Periodic Table. 

Draw ions of given atoms using the octet rule. 

Section 2: Ionic compounds

Define the term ionic bond. 

Show the ionic bonding in NaCl and unfamiliar compounds (dot & cross diagrams). 

Describe the structure of ionic compounds. 

Describe and explain the properties of ionic compounds.

Predict the ionic formula of given compounds. 

Section 3: Electrolysis & Writing ionic half equations

Define the terms electrolysis, brine, reduction, oxidation, anode and cathode. 

Describe in detail the process of electrolysis of brine. 

Write balanced half equations for the reactions at the anode and the cathode.

Section 4: Simple Covalent compounds

State 5 simple covalent molecules and draw dot and cross diagrams for given simple covalent 
molecules including those with double and triple bonds. 

Define the terms intramolecular and intermolecular forces and compare them in terms of 
strength.

Explain why simple covalent molecules are gases at room temperature. 

Define the terms electronegativity, polar bond & non-polar bond. Compare the C-C bond with 
C-F bond in terms of electronegativity. 

Draw the covalent bonding in a water molecule, showing the partial charges. 
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Compare and contrast the properties of ionic compounds and simple covalent compounds.

Section 5: Giant covalent structures & allotropes

Explain the difference between simple molecules and giant covalent structures and give 
examples of the latter. 

Define the terms macromolecule, polymer and monomer. 

Define the term allotrope and list the 4 allotropes of carbon. 

Describe the structures of the 4 allotropes of carbon. 

Compare the structure and properties of the allotropes of carbon in relation to their structure. 

Your notebook, glossary and prep booklet should be the first point of information for your 
revision. If you missed any lesson, it is your responsibility to copy the notes from this lesson.

Section 6: Relative atomic mass and isotopes

Define the terms isotope and relative atomic mass (Ar or RAM). 

Find the Ar of an element in the Periodic Table (the big number).

Work out the relative atomic mass (Ar) of an element from a given mixture of isotopes.  

Section 7: Relative formula mass (Mr)

Calculate the relative formula mass (Mr or RFM) of a compound. 

Calculate the formula of simple compounds (Empirical formula) 
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COMPUTER SCIENCE: PYTHON PROGRAMMING 

Section 1: Basic Python information 

When was python developed?

Who developed python?

How long did it take to develop Python?

What is Python specifically designed for?

What are the benefits of Python over other languages?

What does Syntax mean?

What does it mean to debug a program?

Why is accuracy important when programming?

Why is the use of comments important?

What are the 3 different variable naming methods?

Section 2: Data Types, Boolean Operators & variables

What is the difference between a ‘=’ and ‘= =’?

How do you assign a variable?

What are the 5 data types?

What are the Boolean operators?

What are the 4 rules of naming variables?

What is the importance of indentation?

What is the programming symbol for multiplication?

What is the programming symbol for exponent? 

What is the programming symbol for modulus?

What is the programming symbol for floor division?

What does modulus do?

How do you write a print statement?

Section 3: Selection

What is the meaning of the term selection? 

What is the definition of an ‘if statement’? 

How do you structure an ‘if statement’? 

What does the ‘else’ part of an ‘if statemen’t do? 
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Explain what a ‘nested if statement’ is.

Explain the elif element of an ‘if statement’.

Section 4: Iteration

What is the definition of iteration?

What are the 2 types of loop in Python?

What are the steps of going through a loop?

Explain the concept of a loop (use key words such as condition, true, false & repeat a section of 
code).

How do you structure a loop (while and for)? 

What is a ‘counter’ in for loops?

What makes a while loop stop repeating?

Section 5: Understanding programs & combining concepts

It is important to understand all of the previous concepts individually, however learning how to 
combine all of these will make you a true programmer.

In the exam you will also need to be able to identify mistakes in examples of code, fill in blanks 
in code as well as develop your own programs.
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ECONOMICS: HOW MARKETS WORK 

1. Economic Activity? Needs or want

List the main economic groups and state their objectives.

2. The Factors of Production

Give an example of each of the four Factors of Production

Explain the difference between ‘labour’ and ‘enterprise’ and how they are rewarded.

3. Markets and Allocation of Resources

What three questions can be used to define the problem of resource allocation in an economy?

4. Economic Sectors

Know the meaning of primary, secondary and tertiary sectors and their relative sizes in the UK

Give one example of business in the primary, secondary and tertiary sectors

5. Specialisation and division of labour

Know the difference between Specialisation and division of labour

Know how to calculate Labour Productivity and Capital Productivity

Know the costs and benefits for producers; 

Know the costs and benefits for workers

6. Equilibrium Price

Explain the difference between an equilibrium market price and a disequilibrium market price

7. Price Elasticity of Demand

Know how to calculate the price elasticity of demand

Explain why different products have different price elasticities of demand

8. Price Elasticity of Supply

Know how to calculate the price elasticity of supply

Explain why different products have different price elasticities of supply
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ELECTRONICS
CIRCUIT CONCEPTS and RESISTIVE COMPONENTS REVISION  

Suggested actions: read through the questions and answers and memorize. Self-quiz or peer quiz by covering                             
up the answers – review answers that were incorrect and repeat.  

Introduction to Electronics and Circuit Concepts 

 

You should know the following prefixes when converting units:  

 

 

Questions  Answers  
What are the names for the 3 parts that make an 
electronics system?  

Input, Processor and Output  

What are some examples of electronic inputs?  Push-to-make, push-to-break, light sensor, temperature sensor, 
motion sensor, moisture sensor, pressure sensor, pulse generator.  

What are some examples of electronic processors? Latch, time delay, transducer driver, transistor, MOSFET, 
comparator, counter, logic gates (AND, OR, NOT, etc.).  

What are some examples of electronic outputs? Lamp (bulb), LED (light emitting diode), buzzer, siren, motor, 
solenoid. 

What component measures current and where should 
it be placed in a circuit. 

Ammeter, in series with the component  

What component measures a voltage drop and where 
should it be placed in a circuit. 

Voltmeter, in parallel with the component it is measuring.  
E.g. Bulb, Resistor, LED, battery.  

What is the rule (law) for current in a series circuit?  Current is the same at all points in a series circuit.  

What is the rule for current in a parallel circuit?  Current is shared between the paths in a parallel circuit.  

What is the rule (law) for voltage in a series circuit?  The voltage across the power supply is shared across each 
component in series.  

What is the rule (law) for voltage in a parallel circuit?  The voltage is the same across components in parallel.  

What is resistance?  The opposition to the flow of current?  

What is the unit and unit symbol for resistance  Ohms, Ω.  

What is the equation for resistance?  Resistance = Voltage / Current 
R = V / I 

What is Power? The rate of transfer of energy. 

What is the unit and unit symbol for power? Watt, W.  

What is the equation that relates power, energy                     
and time? 

Energy = Power x time  
E = P x t  

What is the equation that relates power, current                    
and voltage?  

Power = current x voltage 
P = I x V 

What is the equation that relates power, resistance 
and current?  

Power = current2 x resistance  
P = I2 x R 

What is the equation that relates power, resistance 
and voltage?  

Power = voltage2 / Resistance 
P = V2 / R  

Prefix  Examples                                      Conversion 
Mega Megawatt (MW) 

Megaohms (MΩ) 
x 1000000 (x106)  

kilo  kilowatt    (kW) 
kilo-ohms (kΩ)  

x 1000 (x103) 

milli  milliamps (mA) 
millivolts  (mV) 

÷ 1000 (x10-3) 

micro microamps (µA) 
microvolts  (µV) 

÷ 1000000 (x10-6) 
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Resistive Components  

Questions  Answers  
What is a potential (voltage) divider set-up? 2 or more resistors in series connected to an input voltage where 

the output voltage across one of the resistors is a fraction of the 
input voltage.  

What are some uses of a potential divider? Audio volume controller, dimmer switches, sensor circuits                            
e.g. temperature sensor on a thermostat. 

What is the equation for a potential divider?  𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂𝑂 =  𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼  ×  𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅1+ 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅2

   

What effect does making the value of R2 greater 
than R1 have on the output voltage VOUT? 

VOUT increases as the voltage across R2 now takes a bigger share of 
the input voltage compared to R1. 

What effect does making the value of R1 greater 
than R2 have on the output voltage VOUT? 

VOUT decreases as the voltage across R1 now takes a bigger share of 
the input voltage compared to R2. 

What is a rheostat (variable resistor) ? Rheostat is a variable resistor that has two terminals connected, the 
wiper is connected as one terminal end and varies the length.  

What is a potentiometer?  Potentiometer is a variable resistor that has three terminals   
connected, the wiper divides the overall resistor into two.  

What is the advantage of using a potentiometer over 
a standard variable resistor?  

The potentiometer will provide a voltage which can be varied from 
zero up to the maximum of the supply. 

State Ohm’s Law  The voltage is directly proportional to the current providing the 
temperature is constant. 

What is an ohmic conductor and what are some 
examples?  

Any component that obeys Ohm’s Law.  
e.g. Resistor, wire at constant temperature 

What is a non-ohmic conductor and what are some 
examples? 

Any component that does not obey Ohm’s Law.  
e.g. Filament lamp (bulb), Diode, LED.  

What are the different types of switches commonly 
used in electronics?  

PTM (push to make), PTB (push to break), reed switch, micro switch, 
slide switch, toggle switch, SPST, SPDT (single pole double throttle).  

What does the power rating of a component mean?  The highest power input allowed through a component to operate. 
What are the typical ratings for a resistor?  Power ratings: 0.25W, 0.5W to 50W.  
What are the typical ratings for a bulb?  3.5V 0.3A, 6V 0.06A, 12V 0.2A etc.  
What are the typical ratings for an LED? ~ 2.0 V depends on colour (2V red, 4V blue) 10 to 20 mA.  
What are the typical power ratings for a motor? Small motors: 50 to 150 mA. Large industrial motors: 20 A or more. 
What are the typical power ratings for a solenoid?  Current rating 50 to 250 mA. 
What are the typical power ratings for a buzzer  Voltage rating: 12 V, Current rating: 25mA 

 

You should be able to re-arrange the following equations:  

Word equation  Symbol equation Word equation Symbol equation 
Calculating Resistance Calculating Power using current and resistance. 

Resistance = Voltage / Current  R = V / I Power = current2 x Resistance P = I2 x R 

Current = Voltage / Resistance  I = V / R  Current = sqrt (Power/ Resistance) 
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼 =  �

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅

 

distance = Work done / Force  V = I R  Resistance = Power/ current2 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 =
𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃
𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼2

 

Calculating Electrical Power Calculating Power using voltage and resistance. 

Power = Current x Voltage P = I x V Power = voltage2 / Resistance P = V2 / R 
Current = Power / Voltage I = P / V Voltage = Sqrt (Power x Resistance)  𝑉𝑉𝑉𝑉 =  √𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 × 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 

Voltage = Power / Current   V = P / I  Resistance = Voltage2 / Power R = V2 / P 
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You should know the following circuit symbols:  

Name Symbol Name Symbol 

Cell 
 
 

 
Resistor 

 

 

Battery 
 
 
 

 

Variable Resistor 

 

Bulb 
 

 

LDR 

 

Motor 
 
 

 

Thermistor 

 

 
 

Buzzer 
 
 
 

 

Potentiometer 

 

LED 

 

Diode 
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ENGLISH

Section 1: The War Poets

The Trumpet (Rabindranath Tagore), The Soldier (Rupert Brooke), When You See the Millions 
of Mouthless Dead (Charles Sorley), In Flanders Field (John McCrae), In Time of ‘The Breaking 
of Nations’ (Thomas Hardy), The Dancers (Edith Sitwell), Break of Day in the Trenches (Isaac 
Rosenberg), Lamplight (May Wedderburn Cannan), Dulce et Decorum Est (Wilfred Owen), 
Counter Attack (Siegfried Sassoon), O Little David Play on Your Harp (Joseph Seamon Cotter Jr), 
The Bridegroom (Rudyard Kipling)

What are the years of World War I?

Which poem is ‘Dulce et Decorum Est’ written in response to?

Which poems are patriotic? Which are jingoistic? Which are anti-war?

Section 2: Poetic Terminology

Stanza, assonance, frozen metaphor, personification, iambic pentameter, Shakespearean and 
Petrarchan sonnet, volta, onomatopoeia, hyperbole, monosyllabic, tone, end-stopped, caesura, 
enjambment, juxtaposition, imagery, symbolism, Rondeau, refrain.

Why are various techniques used? What effect do they create?

Section 3: Vocabulary

Propaganda, convalesce, jingoistic, patriotic, disillusionment, idealistic, posthumous, 
sentimental, redemption, pallid, atypical, carrion, gyrate, avant-garde, precocious, ambivalent, 
ironic.

Define words or use words in a sentence.

Section 4: ‘The Ones who Walk Away from Omelas’

Who wrote ‘The Ones who Walk Away from Omelas’?

Main characters and plot of ‘The Ones who Walk Away from Omelas’

Main themes of ‘The Ones who Walk Away from Omelas’

Section 5: The Essay

You will have 50 minutes to write an about a poem we studied during HT1. The question will 
be unknown until you begin your exam. Make sure to use quotes, analysis, a thesis statement, 
and topic sentences. 

You will have the poem provided for you, but you will not be permitted to bring in your own 
notes.
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FRENCH
Ensure that you have revised the following grammar points and topics which we have covered 
since the beginning of this academic year:

Grammar

Numbers

Days, dates, year

Present tense of

-er, -ir, -re verbs

Reflexive verbs

Avoir

Être

Faire

Nouns

Gender (masculine, feminine)

Number (singular, plural)

Articles (definite, indefinite)

Adjectives and adjectival agreement (masculine, feminine, singular, plural)

Position of adjectives

Prepositions, eg à, dans, de, à côté de etc

À/de + definite articles 

Intensifiers eg trop, très, assez etc

Giving and justifying opinions, eg

Je crois que

Je trouve (que)

Je pense que

Car

Parce que

Conceding an opinion, eg

Mais

Cependant
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Topics and vocab

Introductions and greetings; your age using avoir

Family members and relationships

Describing people and their personalities

Describe where and how you live

Country

Town/village – where places are in relation to each other; what there is to see and do?

Describe your town

Giving directions

Type of accommodation

What there is to do where you live

Your daily routine and chores

Talking about the weather

Countries and cities
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GEOGRAPHY:  LIVING WITH THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT
The highest mark for the paper is a 12 marker, followed by two 6 markers. As a tip, answer the 
12 marker first and then the 6 markers.

Section A: The challenge of natural hazards

Natural hazards

Natural hazards pose major risks to people and property.

Definition of a natural hazard.

Types of natural hazard.

Factors affecting hazard risk.

Tectonic hazards

Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions are the result of physical processes.

Plate tectonics theory.

Global distribution of earthquakes and volcanic eruptions and their relationship to plate 
margins.

Physical processes taking place at different types of plate margin (constructive, destructive 
and conservative) that lead to earthquakes and volcanic activity.

The effects of, and responses to, a tectonic hazard vary between areas of contrasting levels 
of wealth.

Primary and secondary effects of a tectonic hazard.

Immediate and long-term responses to a tectonic hazard.

Use named examples to show how the effects and responses to a tectonic hazard vary 
between two areas of contrasting levels of wealth.

Management can reduce the effects of a tectonic hazard.

Reasons why people continue to live in areas at risk from a tectonic hazard.

How monitoring, prediction, protection and planning can reduce the risks from a tectonic 
hazard.

Weather Hazards

Global atmospheric circulation helps to determine patterns of weather and climate.

General atmospheric circulation model: pressure belts and surface winds.

Tropical storms (hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons) develop as a result of particular physical 
conditions.

Global distribution of tropical storms (hurricanes, cyclones, typhoons).
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An understanding of the relationship between tropical storms and general atmospheric 
circulation.

Causes of tropical storms and the sequence of their formation and development.

The structure and features of a tropical storm.

How climate change might affect the distribution, frequency and intensity of tropical storms.

Tropical storms have significant effects on people and the environment.

Primary and secondary effects of tropical storms.

Immediate and long-term responses to tropical storms.

Use a named example of a tropical storm to show its effects and responses.

How monitoring, prediction, protection and planning can reduce the effects of tropical storms.
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GERMAN
The following is a sample of some of the vocabulary you need to revise. Refer to your 
classroom handouts for the full list.  

Vocabulary

Schulfächer  School subjects
Sprachen:  languages:
Deutsch  German
Englisch  English
Französisch  French
Spanisch  Spanish
Naturwissenschaft(en):  science(s):
Biologie  biology
Chemie  chemistry
Physik  physics
Mathe(matik)  math(ematic)s
Informatik  ICT
Geschichte  history

Farben und Kleidung  Colours and clothes
blau  blue
braun  brown
gelb  yellow
grau  grey
grün  green
rot  red
schwarz  black
weiß  white
Ich trage (nie) …  I (never) wear …

Schulsachen  School items
Was hast du (für das neue  What have you bought
Schuljahr / die neunte  (for the new school year / Year 9)?
Klasse) gekauft?
Ich habe … gekauft.  I bought …
einen Bleistift  a pencil
einen Füller  a fountain pen
einen Kuli  a ballpoint pen
einen Radiergummi  a rubber
einen Taschenrechner  a calculator
ein Etui  a pencil case
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Das neue Schuljahr  The new school year
In der neunten Klasse freue  In Year 9, I’m (not) looking
ich mich (nicht) auf …  forward to …
den Druck  the pressure
die Klassenfahrt  the class trip
das Zeugnis  the report
die Hausaufgaben  the homework
die (Sport-)AG(s) the sport clubs
die Klassenarbeiten  the tests

Ein Schultag  A school day
Was hat (die Klasse 9) in der  What does (Year 9) have in the
(ersten) Stunde am (Montag)?  (first) lesson on (Monday)?
zweite(n)  second
dritte(n)  third
vierte(n)  fourth
fünfte(n)  fifth
sechste(n)  sixth
siebte(n)  seventh

Fragen stellen  Asking questions
Wann?  When?
Wie viele?  How many?
Um wie viel Uhr?  At what time?
Wie oft?  How often?
Was?  What?
Ist (Mathe) dein Lieblingsfach?  Is (maths) your favourite subject?
Warum?  Why?
Welches Fach?  Which subject?
Wie?  How?
Wer?  Who?

Die Schulordnung  School rules
der Computerraum  ICT room
der Schulhof  playground
die Aula  assembly hall
die Bibliothek  library
die Kantine  canteen
die Sporthalle  sports hall
das Klassenzimmer  classroom
das Labor  lab(oratory)
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Das deutsche Schulsystem  The German school system
Ich besuche …  I go to …
die Grundschule  primary school
die Gesamtschule  comprehensive school
die Hauptschule  a type of secondary school
die Realschule  a type of secondary school
das Gymnasium  grammar school
die Oberstufe  sixth form
die Ganztagsschule  all-day school
das Internat  boarding school
der Mittlere Schulabschluss  German equivalent of GCSEs
das Abitur  German equivalent of A levels
gemischt  mixed
privat  private
staatlich  state

Eine Klassenfahrt  A class trip
Was werden wir am  What will we do on (Wednesday)?
(Mittwoch) machen?
Ich werde …  I will …
Deutsch sprechen  speak German
einen Schultag erleben  experience a school day
einen Tagesausflug machen  go on a day trip
eine Fahrradtour machen  go on a cycling tour
ein Kunstprojekt machen  do an art project
den Abend bei einer Gastfamilie  spend the evening with a host
verbringen  family
das (Zirkus-)Museum besuchen  visit the (circus) museum
den Freizeitpark besuchen  visit the theme park
die Sehenswürdigkeiten  visit the sights
besichtigen
ins Hallenbad / Freibad gehen  go to the indoor / outdoor
swimming pool
in der Altstadt bummeln  stroll around the old town
Andenken kaufen  buy souvenirs
(wieder) nach Hause fahren  go home (again)
Es wird … kosten.  It will cost …
Das wird Spaß machen.  That will be fun.
Heimweh haben  to be homesick
reisekrank sein  to be travel sick
Die Reise hat … gedauert.  The journey lasted …
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HISTORY

The Fall of the Roman Empire 

 Military loses to ‘barbarian’ groups, economic troubles and overreliance on slave labour, the 
rise of the Eastern Empire, overexpansion and military overspending, Government corruption 
and political instability, the arrival of the Huns and the migration of the Barbarian tribes, 
Christianity and the loss of traditional Roman values and beliefs, Weakening of Roman legions 

Anglo-Saxon migration to Britain  

The Angles, the Saxons, the Jutes, the power vacuum in England when the Romans left, 
specifically why these tribes came to England, the Anglo-Saxon Heptarch, the Mercian 
Supremacy, the role of Scotland and the Picts, and Ireland

Anglo-Saxon structure of society and institutions 

Social makeup of Saxon England, slaves, thegns, peasant farmers, powers and limitation to 
powers of the English monarch in 1000, the Witan, the shire/hundred/hide, the select fyrd and 
the general fyrd 

Anglo-Saxon structure of society and institutions 

Anglo-Saxon trade and economy, towns and trade, burhs, coinage, the influence of the Church 
on Saxon society 

Causes and key features of Viking raids in England  

Causes of the Viking raids starting at Lindisfarne, who the Vikings why, reasons why they 
invaded .

Impact of the raids in England and people’s responses locally and nationally 

The response to the Viking raids locally (northern England), response of the Viking 
raids nationally. The similarities and differences between them. The debate around the 
interpretation that Vikings were bloodthirsty. 

Death of Edward the Confessor and Succession Crisis  

The characteristics of Edward the Confessor, why he was called ‘the Confessor’, causes of his 
death, the claims to the throne of Edgar Aethling, Harold Godwinson, Harald Hardrada and 
William Duke of Normandy, strength of each claim 

Battles of Gate Fulford and Stamford Bridge  

Causes, key features and consequences of the Battle of Gate Fulford and the Battle of 
Stamford Bridge 

Battle of Hastings 

Harold’s march south, William’s castle at Pevensey, the key features of the battle of Hastings 
and the differences between the Saxon Fyrd and the Norman Knights 
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Reasons for William’s victory  

The three reasons why William won the Battle of Hastings: luck, tactics and leadership, a 
conclusion must be reached on which is the most convincing and way. 

William secures control - borderlands, coronation and submission  

William wins the Battle of Hastings, submission at Berkhamstead, the takeover of the Treasury 
at Winchester, William’s coronation and the creation of the Marcher Earldoms. 

Framlingham Castle

Different types of medieval castle: motte-and-bailey, stone keep, concentric 

The similarities and differences between Norman castles and Saxon burhs 

Framlingham castle under the Bigods 

Key features of Framlingham Castle 

Framlingham under the Howards 

Framlingham under the Tudors 

Nature of resistance to William 

Revolt of Edwin and Morcar 1068 

Rebellions in the North and Ely 

Revolt of the Earls 1075 

Comparison between the three revolts against William I 

Harrying of the North 

Causes of the Harrying

Key features of the Harrying 

Short term and long term consequences of the Harrying 

Feudalism 

Key features of Feudalism 

The relationship between the monarch and the barons 

The change in relationship between monarch and barons (Norman) and monarch and thegns 
(Saxon) 

Death of William and other Norman Monarchs 

How and why William died 

Norman succession 

Power struggle between Williamís sons (Robert, William and Henry)
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Causes of ëThe Anarchyí between Stephen and Matilda 

Why the Feudal System failed during the Anarchy 

Key characteristics of Stephen I 

Henry II and the Angevin Empire 

Key characteristics of Henry II 

Creation and expansion of the Angevin Empire 

Henry II re-establishing control over England 

Henry IIís relationship with his barons 

King John and the Magna Carta 

Key characteristics of King John

Johnís problems (losing land, let down the barons, heavy taxation, Richard the Lionheartís 
expensive and ongoing battles)

The Barons War 

The Magna Carta 
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LATIN
Your exam will be largely language, consisting of translation, comprehension and grammar 
questions. There will also be a section on Classics, involving the key dates and events of 
Roman history and Plato’s Symposium.

Vocabulary

Revise all the GCSE nouns that you were tested on in HT1 and the first page of verbs (focusing 
on the irregular perfect tenses).

Verbs

You need to learn the endings of all the verbs listed below:

Present Active Present Passive

amo I love amor I am loved

amas You love amaris You are loved

amat He/she/it loves amatur He/she/it is loved

amamus We love amamur We are loved

amatis You (pl) love amamini You (pl) are loved

amant They love amantur They are loved

Future Active 1st/2nd conjugation Future Passive 1st/2nd conjugation

amabo I will love amabor I will be loved

amabis You will love amaberis You will be loved

amabit He/she/it will love amabitur He/she/it will be loved

amabimus We will love amabimur We will be loved

amabitis You (pl) will love amabimini You (pl) will be loved

amabunt They will love amabuntur They will be loved
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Future Active 3rd/4th conjugation Present Passive 3rd/4th conjugation

audiam I will hear audiar I will be loved

audies You will hear audieris You will be loved

audiet He/she/it will hear audietur He/she/it will be loved

audiemus We will hear audiemur We will be loved

audietis You (pl) will hear audiemini You (pl) will be loved

audient They will hear audientur They will be loved

Imperfect Active Imperfect Passive
amabam I was loving amabar I was being loved
amabas You were loving amabaris You were being loved
amabat He/she/it was loving amabatur He/she/it was being loved
amabamus We were loving amabamur We were being loved
amabatis You (pl) were loving amabamini You (pl) were being loved
amabant They were loving amabantur They were being loved

Perfect Active Perfect Passive

amavi I loved amatus sum I was loved

amavisti You loved amatus es You were loved

amavit He/she/it loved amatus est He/she/it were loved

amavimus We loved amati sumus We were loved

amavistis You (pl) loved amati estis You (pl) were loved

amaverunt They loved amati sunt They were loved
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Pluperfect Active Pluperfect Passive

amaveram I had loved amatus eram I had been loved

amaveras You had loved amatus eras You had been loved

amaverat He/she/it had loved amatus erat He/she/it had been loved

amaveramus We had loved amati eramus We had been loved

amaveratis You (pl) had loved amati eratis You (pl) had been loved

amaverant They had loved amati erant They had been loved

Nouns

You need to learn all of the noun endings from the first 3 declensions.

1st declension Singular Plural

Nominative a ae

Accusative am as

Genitive ae arum

Dative ae is

Ablative a is

2nd declension Singular Plural

Nominative us (neuter = um) I (neuter = a)

Accusative um os (neuter = a)

Genitive i orum

Dative o is

Ablative o is
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3rd declension Singular Plural

Nominative x, s, r, o es

Accusative em es

Genitive is um

Dative i ibus

Ablative e ibus

Participles

A participle is a verb acting like an adjective. Therefore they use noun/adjective endings and 
must agree with the noun they describe.

Present participles: stem + nt + 3rd declension endings (ns for nom sing). amans – loving

Perfect passive participles: stem + tus/ta/tum (1st/2nd declension endings). Translated as 
(having been) somethinged. e.g. victus – having been defeated. They are always passive in 
meaning and must also agree with the noun they describe.

Future participles: ppp stem with + ur + 1st/2nd declension endings. amaturus – about to love.

Classics

Revise the key dates and events from the Roman empire that you learnt in September, plus the 
key ideas in each speech from Plato’s Symposium. You will also get a passage from a Classical 
author to comment upon.
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MANDARIN 
Singular personal pronouns and the corresponding possessive adjectives (using 的).

Vocabularies for hobbies, countries, and family members.

Number from 0-100.

Date (Year, Month, Day of the week).

Differences between the 3 Main words meaning ‘can’ (会、可以、能).

Differences between the 4 Main words meaning ‘to play’ (打、弹、踢、玩儿).

Verb: 是、有、喜欢、去.

Use of ‘跟 (people)…一起…’　

Learning Check Point:

1. I can understand the meaning and the pronunciation of the words with the help of pinyin.

2. I can understand the meaning and the pronunciation of the words without the help of pinyin.

3. I can copy the characters.

4. I can write the characters on my own.

5. I can understand a sentence with the help of pinyin.

6. I can understand a sentence without the help of pinyin.

7. I can translate a sentence from Chinese to English.

8. I can translate a sentence from English to Chinese

9. I can translate a paragraph from Chinese to English.

10. I can translate a paragraph from English to Chinese

Check HT1 Summary for more vocabularies.
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MATHEMATICS
Use notes in your exercise book, Corbett Maths and Maths Genie to help you revise:

Standard Form:

Write ordinary numbers in Standard Form 

Write Standard Form as ordinary numbers 

Order Standard form numbers

Multiply 2 and 3 Standard form numbers 

Evaluate powers of Standard Form numbers 

Divide two Standard Form numbers 

Solve real-life problems involving Standard Form

Add and subtract Standard Form numbers 

SURDS:

Simplify surds

Add and Subtract Surds 

Add and subtract 2 and 3 surds that are already simplified 

Add and subtract 2 and 3 surds after simplifying them 

 Multiplying surds 

Multiply 2 and 3 surds and simplify the result 

Multiply surds over a single bracket and simplify the result

Expanding double and triple brackets

Expand over two brackets involving surds and simplify the result

Quadratics:

Factorise quadratic expressions with coefficient of x = 1 

Factorise quadratic expressions with coefficient of a greater than 1

Factorise quadratic expressions with negative coefficients

Factorise difference of two squares

Solve simple quadratic equations that are already factorised e.g. (x-2)(x+3) = 0 

Solve quadratic equation with coefficient of a = 1 by factorisation 

Solve difference of two squares equations

Solve real-life problems involving quadratic equations
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Trigonometry:

Use a calculator to find sin, cos and tan of given angles E.g. sin 60°, cos 45°, tan 67° 

Use trigonometric ratios to find missing lengths in a right-angled triangle 

Use trigonometric ratios to find missing angles in a right-angled triangle

Solve real-life problems using trigonometric ratios

Handling data:

Distinguish between the types of correlation that can be infer on two variables 

Draw scatter diagram from a given data 

Describe the correlation shown by a given scatter diagram 

Draw a line of best fit and use it to find unknowns

Calculate cumulative frequencies for a grouped data 

Draw a cumulative frequency diagram 

Use cumulative frequency diagram to find median, lower and upper quartile and interquartile 
range. 

Draw a box plot from a given data 

Draw a box-plot from a cumulative frequency diagram 

Interpret a box-plot 

Compare two box-plots

Area and Volume:

Know the surface area formula of a cube and cuboid 

Calculate the surface area of a cube and cuboid 

Know the formula for finding the volume of a cube and a cuboid

 Calculate the volume of cubes and cuboids substituting into a formula including decimals 

Surface area and volume of a cylinder 

Know the surface area formula of a cylinder 

Calculate the surface area of cylinder

Know the formula for finding the volume of a cylinder 

Calculate the volume of a cylinder given its radius and height

Surface area and volume of a triangular prism 

Know the surface area formula for a triangular prism 

Calculate the surface area of a triangular prism 
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Know the formula for finding the volume of a triangular prism

Problem solving using the surface area and volume formulas of a triangular prism

Surface area of a cone, sphere and a hemisphere 

Know the surface area formula for a cone, sphere and a hemisphere 

Calculate the surface area of a cone, sphere and hemisphere

 Volume of a cone, sphere and a hemisphere 

Know the formula for finding the volume of a cone, sphere and a hemisphere 

Calculate the volume of a cone, sphere and a hemisphere 

Problem solving using surface area and volume formulas of 3D shapes 

Find a missing side of a cuboid given the surface area or volume

Find missing sides given that the surface area or volume of a cylinder and a sphere. 

Simultaneous equations:

Linear simultaneous equations 

Solve two linear simultaneous equations using elimination method

Use substitution method to solve two linear equations 

Form from context linear simultaneous equations and solve to find solution to real-life 
problems

Bounds:

Limits of accuracy 

Find minimum and maximum value of measurements given to the nearest mm, cm, m, kg, etc. 

Find the minimum and maximum value of measurements given to the nearest 5cm or 10cm; 
5kg or 10kg as well as to the nearest 0.1, 0.01, etc. 

Adding using limits of accuracy

Subtracting using limits of accuracy 

Find the minimum and maximum perimeter of a given rectangle

Find the minimum and maximum weight that a car can carry over a bridge given different 
weights whose minimum and maximum weights need to found. 

Graphs:

Drawing quadratic graphs 

Complete table of values for quadratic equations 

Draw graphs from your completed table of values 
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Solving quadratic equation using a graph 

Find the roots of a quadratic equation from the points of intersection of a quadratic graph with 
the x-axis 

Find where the graph cuts the y-axis. 

Find the maximum and minimum value of y from a quadratic graph

Draw Cubic graphs
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PHILOSOPHY
In Half-term 1 we have covered the fundamentals of philosophy (notion of argument, types of 
argument, notions of validity and soundness, logical fallacies) as well as two ethical theories 
(utilitarianism and Kantian ethics) and their application to the issue of eating animals.

In Half-term 2 we will turn to epistemology and cover the main theories of perception. The 
question we will aim to answer is: ‘Can we gain knowledge of the world through our senses?’. 

Each section covers a field of knowledge that you must be able to recall from lessons. This 
document also outlines the structure of the examination.

Section 1: Philosophical argument (20%)

Define each of these terms:

1. Philosophical argument

2. Deductive argument

3. Inductive argument

4. Abductive argument

5. Sound and unsound argument

6. Valid and invalid deductive argument

7. Cogent inductive argument

Section 2: Making a philosophical argument (12%)

You will need to provide your own example of each of the following:

1. Deductive argument

2. Inductive argument

3. Abductive argument

4. Sound and unsound argument

5. Valid and invalid deductive argument

6. Cogent inductive argument

Section 3: Logical fallacies (8%)

Give a definition of logical fallacy.

Explain the distinction between formal and informal logical fallacies.

Explain the main types of informal fallacies and give one example for each type.
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Section 4: Explanation of arguments (24%)

Moral philosophy:

1. Explain the difference between consequentialism and deontology.

2. Explain the key principles of utilitarianism.

3. Explain hedonism and Nozick’s objection to it (Experience Machine).

4. Explain the difference between Bentham’s and Mill’s hedonistic utilitarianism.

5. Explain the main objections to utilitarianism: problem of calculation, tyranny of the majority, 
human rights, moral integrity, and wrong intentions.

6. Explain the key principles of Kantian Ethics.

7. Explain Kant’s categorical imperative.

8. Explain the main objections to Kantian Ethics: conflicting duties, the value of acting out of 
emotions, the fact that consequences do matter.

9. Explain how both theories answer the question ‘Should we eat animals?’. 

Epistemology:

1. Explain the main differences between direct realism and indirect realism.

2. Explain why direct realism can be referred to as common sense realism. 

3. Explain these three objections to direct realism: perceptual variation (Russell’s table), 
argument from illusion, and argument from hallucination.

4. Explain how the notion of ‘relational properties’ can be used by direct realists to rebut the 
objection from perceptual variation and the objection from illusion.

5. Explain how the disjunctive theory of perception can be used to rebut the argument from 
hallucination.

6. Explain the time-lag argument and how direct realists can rebut it.

7. Explain what sense-data are and how indirect realists draw on this to put forward their 
theory.

8. Explain why Russell believes that indirect realism may lead us to doubt the existence of a 
mind-independent world and how he responds to this.

9. Explain Locke’s and Trotter Cockburn’s arguments for the existence of mind-independent 
objects.

10. Explain why Berkeley thinks that indirect realism might lead to scepticism about the nature 
of physical objects.
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Section 5: Essay (36%)

In the essay, you need to show all the relevant knowledge from the above (sections 1-4) and 
apply it to a specific question. You need to present your line of argument and defend it against 
potential objections. You should follow this structure:

1. Introduction

2. Arguments in support of your view

3. Arguments against your view

4. Replies to the arguments against your view

5. Conclusion
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PHYSICS
You need to know the following information. For anything you are unsure off, make sure you 
use your exercise book to look it up and make notes. After the check list, there are some 
‘retrieval’ questions (questions in the left hand column with the corresponding answer in the 
right hand column). These are basic facts about the topic that you must know. Try to memorise 
these word for word.

Define vector

Define scalar

State some scalar quantities e.g. distance, speed, mass.

State some vector quantities e.g. displacement, velocity, acceleration,

Recall and apply the equation speed = distance/time and velocity = displacement/time

Recall and apply the equation acceleration = change in velocity/time

Know the average speeds for different modes of transport. Know the speed of sound.

Draw distance-time and velocity-time graphs, given data, and interpret them.

Calculate the gradient of distance-time graphs and know this represents the speed.

Calculate the gradient of a velocity-time graph and know this represents acceleration.

Calculate the area under a velocity-time graph and know this represents displacement.

Apply the formula for constant acceleration v2 = u2 + 2 a s 

Calculate the resultant force acting on an object.

Understand how scale diagrams can be used to calculate resultant force.

State and apply Newton’s first law.

State Newton’s second law.

Apply Newton’s second law F= ma using correct units.

Describe the relationship between weight, mass, and gravitational field strength.

Recall and apply the equation W = mg using correct units.

State Newton’s third law.

Apply Newton’s third law to identify action and reaction forces in a system.
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Retrieval questions – Motion 

 Question Answer 

1 What is the difference between distance and 
displacement? 

distance is a scalar quantity and only 
has a magnitude (size), displacement is a 
vector quantity and has both magnitude 
and direction 

2 What is the difference between speed and 
velocity? 

speed is a scalar quantity and only has 
a magnitude (size), velocity is a vector 
quantity and has both magnitude and 
direction 

3 What factors can affect the speed at which 
someone walks, runs, or cycles? 

age, fitness, terrain, and distance 
travelled 

4 What are typical speeds for a person walking, 
running, and cycling? 

1.5 m/s, 3.0 m/s, and 6.0 m/s 
respectively 

5 What are typical speeds of a car and a train? 13–30 m/s and 50 m/s respectively 

6 What is a typical speed for sound travelling in 
air? 330 m/s 

7 What is acceleration? change in velocity of an object per 
second 

8 What is the unit of acceleration? m/s2 

9 How can an object be accelerating even if it is 
travelling at a steady speed? if it is changing direction 

10 What is happening to an object if it has a 
negative acceleration? it is slowing down 
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11 What information does the gradient of the 
line in a distance–time graph provide? speed 

12 What information does the gradient of the 
line in a velocity–time graph provide? acceleration 

13 How can the distance travelled by an object 
be found from its velocity–time graph? calculate the area under the graph 

14 What is the acceleration of a free-falling 
object due to gravity? about 9.8 m/s2 

15 
What is the name for the steady speed a 
falling object reaches when the resistive force 
is equal to its weight? 

terminal velocity 

16 
What is the general name for the frictional 
forces an object experiences when moving 
through a fluid (liquid or gas)? 

drag 

17 In which direction does the drag on an object 
always act? 

in the direction opposite to which it is 
moving 

18 What happens to the drag on an object as its 
speed increases? the drag increases 

19 What can be done to reduce the drag on an 
object? streamlining 
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Retrieval questions – Newton’s laws of motion 

 

 Question Answer 

1 What do we mean by inertia? 
the tendency of an object to remain 
in a steady state (at rest or in uniform 
motion) 

2 What does Newton’s First Law say? the velocity of an object will only 
change if a resultant force is acting on it 

3 What is the resultant force on a stationary 
object? zero 

4 What is the resultant force on an object moving 
at a steady speed in a straight line? zero 

5 What will an object experience if the resultant 
force on it is not zero? acceleration / change in velocity 

6 
What is the name of the tendency of an object 
to remain in a steady state at rest or moving in a 
straight line at a constant speed? 

Inertia 

7 What forces are balanced when an object travels 
at a steady speed? resistive forces = driving force 

8 According to Newton’s Second Law, what is the 
acceleration of an object proportional to? the force acting on it 

9 
According to Newton’s Second Law, what is the 
acceleration of an object inversely proportional 
to? 

mass 

10 What is the inertial mass of an object? how difficult it is to change an object’s 
velocity 

11 What does Newton’s Third Law say? 
when two objects interact they exert 
equal and opposite forces on each 
other 
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12 
Starting to move, stopping moving, speeding up, 
slowing down, and changing directions are all 
examples of which physical process? 

acceleration / change in velocity 
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